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I could not believe that despite the fact that I 
always did all my 'work', 'activities' and  'play' 

'correctly' there was always somebody somewhere 
who always raised an 'objection' in anything that I 
did or undertook back then. I did not know why 

but I kept trying to 'do' and 'redo' all my 
endeavours or tasks to my 'satisfaction' sufficiently 
enough. At the end of the day all the 'tasks' that I 
did were 'moderately' or acceptably successful but 

my 'antagonists' never 'rallied' up to me or 
'applauded' me. 
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When I felt that 'yes' I may have accomplished 
something my 'detractors' always looked for an 

'escape' route for not wanting me to be correctly 
fulfilled I did not know this at the time of 

engaging in all my endeavours but I found out  in 
The future that followed this that all the things I 
did in 'work' and 'play' did not matter that there 

were some kinds of persons living in the 
community that I lived in that had made up their 

minds that I mustn’t be successful 
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I decided on my own initiative that I had to improve 

myself, I had to give (a) myself a 'new look' and a 
'new career' that would improve me and (b) My 
Small Business a 'facelift'. To achieve this I used 
ordinary health foods bought at a health foods 
store to improve my physical body including 

purchasing equipment that I needed for rigorous 
exercise I undertook a new training in fields of 

study that I previously had interest in and I was 
correctly fulfilled.I also invested a proportion of 
any money that I received In my small Business 

This however  did not 'trip' the people around me. 
I found out that they became more 'hateful' in 
their dislike for me in all the things that I did    
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I could not understand their reasons for a 'hateful' 
dislike, So I did my own private investigations and 
found out that I had previously been 'slaughtered' 
by known or unknown persons for reasons best 

known to the 'enemy or 'opposition'. I also found 
out that a lot of persons around me had had a 

'rough' ride like myself  when they were 
developing themselves in all 'facets' Of human 

endeavour. They had suffered 'rejection ' in many 
fields of human endeavour and were very happy 

to have been given a new' lease' of 'life' 
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So in effect when they saw me or heard of me They 

were not impressed one bit and wanted to find 
out whether I was correctly 'rewarded' financially 

for all the tasks that I had undertaken, Or whether 
I was just an 'unsung' individual who was exposed 
to 'dangerous zones' and damaged Afterwards. I 
suddenly felt that they may have been down the 
same 'road' I had been 'through' And some of 

them who were previously 'socially'  personalities 
were no longer personalities and were now living 
lonely lives in some of our communities with the 

relationships that survived with them
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Those  group of persons were just one group Of 
persons living lonely lives in our communities  

Another group of persons I found out to be living 
lonely  isolated lives were persons who previously 
never did stay at home for one day, They were 

always out and about everyday engaging work in 
various professions when all of a sudden were 

asked to stay at home because of the coronavirus 
disease said to be spreading all over the world so 

you have in effect people who could not do 
without 'mingling' for a single day forced to stay 

at home because of 'health issues'
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Continuously most religious persons who usually 

went out on Sundays to their churches or their 
'cell church' group meetings during weekdays  

could no longer do that and had to communicate 
with their fellow church members on Sundays 

using online facilities like 'zoom' this means that  
unlike previously when they met at church 

meetings or gatherings they no longer  had the 
opportunity other than online communication 

without individual personal  contact to 
communicate  with themselves in a large way 

thereby bringing in some loneliness into their lives 
instead of   
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Of the close personal and regular contact they used 

to have at the meetings they normally attended  
'house' to 'house' with themselves before the 

'coronavirus' outbreak started or  spread. 
Loneliness is a 'let-down' and can be a 'down slide' 
for many people  while some other persons  who 
are not used to 'mingling with large groups and 
are quite happy to be away from other people 
may see it as an 'up slide' for themselves to 

improve themselves greatly without disturbance or 
'envy'  whichever way you look at it all these 
activities contribute to becoming a lonely lives 

brand
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